
Wool rabbits
Instructions No. 2136
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 2 Hours 30 Minutes

What should definitely not be missing at Easter? Exactly - cute little bunnies. With our instructions and our template you can make cute
bobble bunnies. This handicraft work can be carried out wonderfully together with children.

Create the bunnies as follows:
Transfer the template for three bunnies 6 times onto kraft paper and cut to size. The circle in the middle of the template must also be cut out. First paint the
eyes and trace the edges. Stick double-sided tape to the ears and head of three bunnies. Important: Do not pull off the red protective foil yet! 

Place two kraft paper bunnies on top of each other. Cut off approx. 1 to 1.5 m from the wool to wrap them. First knot one end of the wool to the ring and start
wrapping. When your wool is finished, knot one end of the wool to the ring again and cut off 1 to 1.5m. 

Wind until the hole in the middle is almost closed. Tip: Use tweezers or a crochet hook to help you pull the wool through better at the end. Finally knot the
wool. Now insert a pin into the hole. As the wool is cut open at the edges, you need the strength in the middle to prevent the threads from falling out. 

Now cut the wool at the edges. Cut a piece from the ball of wool and pull it through the two bunnies and tie a knot around the inside of the circle. This is also
the suspension. Now all the threads are tied up. 

Finally, remove the foil from the adhesive tapes and glue the heads together.

Article number Article name Qty
369831-01 Wool "Lisa"White 1
369831-24 Wool "Lisa"Grey 1
369831-26 Wool "Lisa"Black 1
566919-01 edding 3000 "Permanent Marker" Black 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1

Article information:



130011 Tweezers 1

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/
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